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* Ogaden tribe region is “one of the last occupied Arab territories in 

the 21st century.” – ONLF Chairman said 

* “There are no noticeable schools. Moreover, there are no hospitals in 

the region” 

* “If these groups (Shabab) are fighting against Ethiopia, then we have 

a common enemy. “ 

* “Tribalism is not among the principles of the ONLF” 

* “The Ogaden people are an Arab Muslim people” 

Admiral Mohamed Omar Osman, leader of the Ogaden National 

Liberation Front (ONLF),  (Source Somal Swiss Community/Somalida 

Switzerland “ONLF leader claims Ogaden are “Arab people” under 

Ethiopian occupation..http: Somaliswisstv.com interview with Asharq Al-

swak- source Los Angeles Times). 



 Let me give one more evidence that Ethiopia is presented as colonialist 

and occupier and what the Ogaden leader answers to  the following 

question from the interview.  

Asharq Al-Awsat- What are the political and military conditions in the 

Ogaden Region? 

[Osman] First of all, the region is in a state of war to liberate it from 

the Ethiopian occupation. Our struggle has achieved important 

successes, and our friends are increasing every day. (The entire above 

interview can be obtained   http://somaliswisstv.com/2009/10/17/onlf-

leader-claims-ogaden-are-arab-people-under-ethiopian-occupation/) 

Ladies and Gentlemen; - there you go! Now how Mr.hakim in Atlanta 

can accuse us for calling ONLF the secessionist as if they are not 

secessionist?   His leader and its program is calling Ethiopia (not the 

government, but Ethiopia-mind you readers!) as occupier! And yet, we 

are to be blamed just because we commented based on their identity 

and program on which they called themselves not Ethiopian, not 

Somalia, but ARAB MUSLIM PEOLE!  

Are you following me people? Where in the hell is Ogaden in Ethiopia 

where Arab Muslim People live? Can Mr.Hakim explain to me why in 

the world his organization calling the Ogaden people not Ethiopians 

not Somalia, but Arab people? And if someone called these hypocrites 

“ARABS” who is going to be blamed? Me? I didn‟t say it, ONLF said 

it. How come Hakim didn‟t get furious at his leader when he said 

Ogaden are Arabs while brother Mr, Hakim is furious to get angry at 

us for calling them secessionists? Isn‟t what Ethiopians called it 

Defar/DerQ or Nerve!  

The above picture is the leader of ONLF who stated that Ogadenians 

are Arabs. Lord have mercy!  Allah Wa Akbar! Really! Really, really 

this is the untold sickness that Hakim and his leaders need treatment 

for and the treatment is „go to the truth than expect the truth to come 

to him and to his leader‟. He even said it on his speech, saying  

“When

”   

I said “Go straight to God and Dump it right!” as they say. This is 

hypocrite blaming internet commentators and chat room guests, 

Ethiopian communities as scapegoat for his secessionist policy. Is this 

not the fact that Mr. Hakim is repeatedly talking about the meaning of 

FACT! FACT! FACT in his microphone? Why should Ethiopians be 
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blamed for his claiming and changing identity from being Ethiopian to 

an Arab? How can Habesha as Mr. Hakim want us to believe while his 

organization‟s leader is calling himself be “Arab”? This is sickness not 

politics!  What is the matter with you! Where is the fact, fact, fact you 

were talking about? Why would people break off from their own 

country or deny or change their identity/race just because Meles or 

Mengistu or the king abused them?  

This is exactly why I say the people don‟t demand secession, the elite 

teach secession!!! I hope the ONLF leaders and their supporters come 

to the truth than to blame anyone for their deluded demand. I am 

hoping these elements of secession realize that disintegration society 

can‟t guarantee any hope or milk and honey to the hungry people or 

democracy to the abused.  

Regarding the Issue of Changing Flag  

People in Ethiopia are suffering. Even Mr. Hakim admitted that it is not 

only Ogaden but also the entire country is suffering and abused by 

government. But, I said it is not only the government, but also by the 

hand of these elites of Liberation Fronts.  

It is saddening and is also obvious no one is accountable for the pain and 

suffering of the poor community in Ethiopia in Ogaden and elsewhere 

that 





 My advice to my brothers and sisters in the Ogaden Liberation Front 

is to PLEASE, do not mislead the poor mothers and sisters and elderly 

community leaders by teaching them they are MUSLIM ARABS 

knowing you are committing a crime on humanity and identity. 

Introduce yourself and get familiar yourself to the nation‟s flag we will 

approach and talk- otherwise, you are committing a national crime. If 

one have interest in Ethiopia and its flag, show me waving it- I will love 

you, though my love of you as fellow Ethiopians never stop regardless 

you hate Ethiopia, the beautiful!  

                      Getachew Reda  
 

 

 


